Engineer with Ease and Speed with ready-to-deploy assets from Persistent Marketplace

APIs, Products, Solutions, Accelerators, Tools, Automations, Workflows, Videos, and more
The Persistent Marketplace can help Consumers, Partners, Publishers, and Developers from all industries

Consumers
Search, discover, and purchase digital assets to drive business transformation, explore new markets and stay ahead of the curve with cutting-edge tech solutions.

Partners and Publishers
Leverage marketplaces as they account for 67% of global e-commerce sales. Publish your digital assets on the Persistent Marketplace and be discovered by prospective buyers.

Developers
Looking for an API to build your application? Or maybe you have an idea that involves mashing up several components. Innovate at the Persistent Marketplace.

Experience the Persistent Marketplace →
Why Persistent Marketplace

---

**67%**

of the global e-commerce sales take place on marketplaces.*

---

**70%**

of enterprise marketplaces will serve B2B transactions.*

---

**10%**

increase in organizations’ net digital revenue from marketplaces.*

*Source — Gartner

---

**Growing set of Digital Assets**

B2B Tech buyers could leverage the Persistent Marketplace’s powerful ecosystem. It features a rich library of digital assets from the world’s most trusted and leading B2B technology companies.

---

**The Marketplace Benefit**

The Persistent Marketplace offers B2B technology sellers / resellers an opportunity to merchandise and monetize their digital assets. Our partners can effectively leverage the Persistent Marketplace to be discovered by prospective buyers and generate blue ocean revenue.

---

**Win-Win Business Models**

The Persistent Marketplace facilitates several transformative sales models like productized services, subscription-based, consumption-based, and more. This gives our selling partners the flexibility to create new revenue streams.

---

**Advanced Engineering Platform**

The Persistent Marketplace is hosted on a secure and scalable private cloud. It offers a seamless environment to develop, test, host, and deliver digital assets. The marketplace is designed to foster developers’ collaboration and innovation-led engineering.

---

Let’s talk! Email us at info@persistent.com or call us toll-free on +1-800-260-4174

---

About Persistent

We are a trusted Digital Engineering and Enterprise Modernization partner, combining deep technical expertise and industry experience to help our clients anticipate what’s next. Our offerings and proven solutions create a unique competitive advantage for our clients by giving them the power to see beyond and rise above. We work with many industry-leading organizations world-wide including 14 of the 30 most innovative US companies, 80% of the largest banks in the US and India, and numerous innovators across the healthcare ecosystem. Our company fosters a values-driven and people-centric work environment. Our strength of over 22,500+ employees is spread over 18 different countries across the globe.